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Section 1:
BPA Member Articles and Papers (abridged version)

Adams, Mary

--------Trapped in a claustrum world: the proleptic imagination and James Joyce’s Ulysses’, (to be published 2016)

--------Survivor Guilt, Fear, and the Freedom to Imagine. Dan Twomey Prize paper

--------Classics Revisited: Donald Meltzer: ‘The relation of anal masturbation to projective identification’

--------Dreams and the Discovery of the Inner World,


--------The Understudy: a case of adhesive identification

--------The Couple and the Group: group psychotherapy with incest survivors,
British Journal of Psychotherapy (1990)
Ashley, Jill

……..On being there, on struggling to be there, and on being ordinary. British Journal of Psychotherapy 19(3), (2003).

Caldwell Dr Lesley


……..Symbolic and anticipated Winnicott’s attention to ‘black’ in psychoanalytic practice BJP 32:3, August, (2016)


……..Some Thoughts about the Artist and his Art Free Associations 65, 88-98. (2014)


(The original English version of this article appears in the volume edited by D Bandler Bellman & J Arundale, Interpretive Voices: Responding to Patients, London: Karnac Books 2015.)


……..Essentially Winnicott with A Joyce BJP 30:1, February 18-32 (2014).

……..Visiting and Revisiting. The use of space and the use of art in The Real and Other Fictions editor Mariana Fartaria ebook publication for Lisbon Architecture Triennale (2014)

……..The child a continuing preoccupation in Italian cinema in D. Rifkin & Roger Pitt Re-envisioning the Child in italian Cinema, italian Modernities Peter Lang.(2014)

……..Centre, Hinterland and the Articulation of Romanness in recent Italian film in D Holdaway & F Trentin Rome, Postmodern Narratives of a Cityscape 57-78 (2014)


Psychoanalysis and Italian Studies special issue JRS co-editor with Francescesco Capello (2011)

Playing with the city of Rome' in Journal Romance Studies special issue Psychoanalysis and Italian studies, December. (2011)

Book review Mirroring and Attunement Kenneth Wright IJP. (2011)

Calvert, Harriet


Parental Mental Health and Children’s voices (co-authored with Mrs. Caroline Gluckman) published in the Hellenic Journal of Child and Adolescent Psychotherapy (Greece 2007)

How do we help Children and Families in the midst of Collective Trauma in Sri Lanka Published in the International Journal of Migration, Health and Social Care V7, issue 3 Article was also presented at The annual Conference of the association for Child Psychotherapists, in 2008, (Edinburg 2011)

Moving forward together? Legacy issues and well-being in post war Sri Lanka (co-authored with Professor Rachel Tribe) Published in the International Journal of Migration, Health and Social Care V7, issue 3
Collins, Sara


.......On authenticity: the question of truth in construction and autobiography. The International Journal of Psychoanalysis Volume 92, Issue 6 December 2011:


Gordon, John


Hess, Noel


Kemp, Martin


Morgan, David


……..The Uncertain Patient in ‘Psychoanalysis and Homosexuality – See Moving On’ a personal account of the conference by Jan McGregor Hepburn BPC(2012)


……..Purgatory & Psychotherapy at The Freud Museum (2014)

……..Don’t Shoot the Messenger’ – A historic look at some who took the plunge to make a difference. New Internationalist Issue 471 April, 2014

……..‘I had to do it’ – ‘What makes some people risk all to speak out? – New Internationalist Issue 471 April, 2014

……..Destroying the Knowledge of the Need for Love in Interpretive Voices. In Responding to Patients. J. Arundale & D. Bellman. (Karnacs 2015)


Netleton, Sarah


Novakovic, Aleksandra

.........*The quarelling couple: the couple’s unconscious relations and enactments.* In Novakovic, A. (Ed). Couple dynamics: psychoanalytic perspectives in work with the individual, the couple, and the group, Tavistock Book Series, (Karnac Books, 2016).

.........*Psychotic processes: a group perspective.* In Bell, D, and Novakovic, A. Living on the border: psychotic processes and the individual, the couple and the group. Tavistock Book Series, (Karnac Books, 2013)


Richards, Joscelyn


The role of supervision (internal and external) in working with the suicidal patient. In On Supervision: Psychoanalytic and Jungian Analytic Perspectives, London, Karnac (Eds A Petts and B Shapley) (2007)

What does psychosis have to say about racism?. In Journal of the British Association of Psychotherapists. 39, 1-15 (2001)


Second Thoughts on Psychotherapy: Psychologist or Psychotherapist. In Newsletter of the Psychotherapy Section, BPS (1991)

Countertransference as a complex tool for understanding the patient in psychotherapy. In Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy. 4, 233-244.(1990)


Rosenberg, Viqui

The Independent Tradition (with Anne Tyndale),British Journal of Psychotherapy 30:3, 305-3013 (2014)


Rosenthal, Joanna


Roys, Philip


Ruszczynski, Stanley

......... Couples on the Couch: working psychoanalytically with couple relationships in ‘fort da: the journal of the Northern Californian Society for Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy’ vol. XX no.2 Fall (2014)


Foreword to ‘The internal World of the Juvenile Sex Offender’ by Timothy Keogh (Karnac Books, 2012)

.........Personality Disorder – A Diagnosis of Disturbed Relating Couple and Family Psychoanalysis Vol. 2 No.2 Autumn 2012


......... Foreword to: A Guide to Assessment for Psychoanalytic Psychotherapists (Karnac 2011)

......... Integrating the ivory tower with the treatment institution, Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy, vol.24, no.3. (2010)


Thoughts from consulting in secure settings: do forensic institutions need psychotherapy? In ‘Psychic Assaults and Frightened Clinicians’ edited by John Gordon and Gabriel Kirtchuk (Karnac 2008)


Foreword to Contemporary Jungian Clinical Practice, edited by Elphis Christopher and Hester McFarland Solomon (Karnac Books 2002)


Foreword, to Brief Encounters with Couples: Some Analytic Perspectives edited by Francis Grier (Karnac Book 2001)

Simpson, David


Some Consequences of being the Wrong Child: Effects of the intergenerational transmission of an Ideal-ego British Journal of Psychotherapy
Vol 30:2, 133 –135. (2014)


Tomas-Merrill, Ju

Babies Behind bars: working with relational trauma with mothers and babies in prison.
Relational Trauma in Infancy edited by Tessa Baradon published by Routledge in 2009.

Kemp, Martin


Steyn, Lesley
Member of Editorial Board of the International Journal of Psychoanalysis 2012-cont.

The above paper was republished in Interpretive Voices, Responding to Patients. Edited by Debbie Bandler Bellman and Jean Arundale (Karnac, 2015).


**Stramer, Dr Ricardo PhD**


Section 2:  
BPA Member Books

Bellman, Debbie Bandler and Arundale, Jean

..........Interpretive Voices: Responding to Patients    Edited by Debbie Bandler Bellman and Jean Arundale

Caldwell Dr Lesley

2007-1999   Editor, Winnicott Studies monograph series Karnac


……. *Reading Winnicott* L. Caldwell & A Joyce New Library Teaching series, Routledge.(2011)

**Caldwell, Dr Lesley and Helen Taylor Robinson**


**Collins, Sara**

……. *Rusalka - How deep is your love?*  
Published on IPA website( IPA World).  

**Gordon, John**

……..*Consulting to Chaos: An Approach to Patient-Centred Reflective Practice.*  

……..*Interpersonal Dynamics Consultation: A Manual for Clinicians*  

……..*Psychic Assaults and Frightened Clinicians: Countertransference in Forensic Settings*  

.    

**Morgan, David**


**Nettleton, Sarah**

Novakovic, Aleksandra


Rosenberg, Viqui


Stanley Ruszczynski


Simpson David


Vaspe, Alison